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Lesson 4: Scooping
Introduction
Groundballs win games. Whether they occur during face-offs, rebounds, or end-line possession battles, they are essential.
Players at this level who have become more adept at throwing and catching can really elevate their games by learning how
to scoop through a loose ball in traffic for possession and retention. Spend time teaching your individual players how to
approach, scoop and follow through a loose ball, and your team will reap the rewards.

Skill Execution
Technique Review
Use two hands. Curb the one-handed and raking habits here. While players may see professionals on TV “walk the dog” with
a one-handed scoop-and-cradle, show them the reality: that more often than not, two hands are better than one. “Raking,”
or trying to pull a loose ball out of a scrum by using the back of a stick, should also be discouraged.
Players should be encouraged to use their non-dominant hand to scoop ground balls. A player’s stick should always be in his
outside hand, to protect the ball. Eliminate the need for him to switch hands after the ground ball by teaching him to know
which hand his stick will need to be in prior to scooping. That hand should be his top hand when he scoops.
Instruct the players to approach a ground ball at full speed, and bend at both knees when they are in front of it, getting as
low to the ground as possible while maintaining their momentum.
Protect your players by enforcing the head-up approach. It’s not a golf swing. Tell them to get low enough where they can
see the ball, but still keep their head up to avoid cheap headshots.
When they scoop, emphasize that they bring both hands - especially the bottom hand - low to the ground, almost to the
point that they graze the grass and “punch” that bottom hand downward.
Once they are low enough and have scooped through the ball, the feet must follow. At the same time they are scooping,
they are dragging their back foot to avoid overstepping the ball.
As they come back up with the ball in their sticks, teach them to lock their lead elbow and pull the stick up in vertical
position. Bringing it up on an angle leaves a player susceptible to a stick check before he’s had a chance to settle the ball
in his pocket.
Transitioning from scoop to cradle is just as important. Drill your players to bring their sticks immediately to the imaginary
“box” around their heads upon gaining possession of the ball, and to go into protect mode. Teach them to “kiss” the stick
with an initial cradle across the face.
Level 2 players should be competent enough to perform these tasks at full speed.
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Once in possession, get your players in the mindset of exploding out of their crouch, emphasizing stick protection, and
immediately looking for an outlet. Get your players in the habit of immediately seeking to pass off the ground ball.
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Ground balls are also the sparkplug of a good transition offense. The scooper is not exempt. Once he has found an outlet,
instruct your player to follow his pass for a possible fast break. Many times he already has a few steps on the opponents
whom he initially beat for the ground ball.

Alternate Options
   
Kicking the ball

This isn’t soccer, and by no means should kicking be first resort, but not all ground balls are gettable. Simulate appropriate
kicking situations, and teach your player to kick a ball into open space before retrieving it with the methods previously
described.
Similarly, players should be encouraged to flip, or “goose,” a difficult ground ball to a nearby teammate for advantage when
appropriate. Do not allow them to get into the habit of flipping when it is better to maintain possession.
Screening/Boxing Out
Seldom is a ground ball attained without some form of contention from an opponent.
Players at this level are physically developed enough to realize the usefulness of screening
and boxing out. If your player has a step on his fellow ground ball pursuant, teach him
to block his opponent’s path to the ball with a body screen.
He should be instructed to use his outside leg to screen the ball from his opponent’s stick,
as a catcher might block the plate in baseball.
Have your player learn the advantage of boxing out, which is as significant in lacrosse as
it is in basketball. As he and an opponent pursue the ground ball, he should turn his hips
to obstruct the opponent behind him. If his opponent attempts to circumvent on either
side of his body, your player should be taught to move laterally with him to maintain the
“seal” and an advantage in the possession battle.
A body check can also be quite useful in this situation. If the two players are side-by-side in contention for the ground ball,
it’s perfectly legal for your player to throw his hips or drop his shoulder into his opponent. This is similar to the wing-play
situation discussed in the face-offs section of this course.

Error Detection and Correction
Error: The player manages to scoop the ball, but can’t keep it in his stick as he explodes from the crouch. He is too anxious to cradle.
Correction: Teach the stick-to-face technique, with the stick “kissing” his facemask.
Error: The player overruns the ball because he has either missed the scoop or is not properly dragging his back foot.
Correction: Reinforce that he gets low to the ground - with his body, stick and hands.
Long Stick Scooping
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Choking up is encouraged so you can get down farther on the ball. Be sure to protect the butt end that is now exposed
from choking up. Don’t stab and the ball, MUST SCOOP THROUGH. There is 6 feet of shaft exposed.
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